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Description



The Rotter Incomplete Sentences Blank (RISB; Rotter, Lah, & Rafferty, 1992) is the most frequently used sentence completion test of personality and socioemotional functioning. The RISB is used in research and applied settings to screen for maladjustment, to assess psychological distress, and to monitor changes during treatment. The test consists of 40 sentence stems that respondents complete in paper-and-pencil format. According to the test developers, the manner in which respondents complete the stems reflects latent feelings and cognitions. Sentence stems prompt respondents to report feelings and thoughts about themselves, their relationships with others, and their ability to cope with psychosocial stressors. The RISB was created as a free-response measure of adjustment that is both easy to administer and relatively quick to score. Its secondary purpose was to efficiently gather clinically important data regarding patients’ psychosocial functioning in advance of the initial diagnostic interview. Statements made by clients on the RISB might be used to structure the first session, guide diagnosis, and facilitate treatment planning (Rotter & Rafferty, 1950). In more recent years, psychologists have used the RISB for at least three additional purposes. First, many psychologists integrate qualitative data from the RISB and quantitative data from other behavioral and personality measures as part of comprehensive psychological assessment. Some psychologists insert RISB responses directly into their reports to describe problems in patients’ own words. Second, the RISB is used to monitor treatment. Third, the RISB has been used extensively



The RISB’s authors describe the instrument as a semistructured projective test of psychological adjustment. Like other performance-based measures, the RISB requires individuals to respond to ambiguous stimuli in a manner that conveys thoughts and feelings about themselves, others, and their surroundings. Unlike many performance-based measures, however, the RISB presents stimuli (i.e., sentence stems) that have a certain degree of transparency and are designed to elicit responses about specific psychosocial domains (e.g., friendships, romantic relationships, and work). Therefore, the RISB allows individuals freedom of response while simultaneously prompting informants to provide information regarding clinically relevant areas of functioning. The RISB assesses psychological adjustment along a continuum ranging from highly adjusted to maladjusted. The test developers defined adjustment as relative freedom from dysphoria, the ability to cope with frustration, the capacity to initiate and maintain constructive activity, and the ability to establish and maintain satisfying relationships. In contrast, maladjustment is defined as prolonged dysphoria, difficulty coping with psychosocial stress, lack of constructive activity, and relationship dissatisfaction. Three versions of the RISB are available: the College Form, the High School Form, and the Adult Form. Versions have the same number of sentence stems, but slightly different wording appropriate to each age group. The RISB manual only provides normative data and specific scoring criteria for the College Form. The test developers suggest that these norms and criteria may be applicable to high school seniors and
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2 INCOMPLETE SENTENCES BLANK young adults, but must be used cautiously with other respondents. The RISB takes approximately 15–20 min to complete. It may be administered individually or in groups. It can also be administered orally without appreciably affecting scores. Although no special training is needed to administer the test, appropriate graduate-level training is recommended for scoring and interpretation. Responses can be scored quantitatively using a semi-objective scoring system outlined in the manual. Scoring criteria, including detailed examples, are provided for male and female college students separately. Each response is assigned a numerical score on a 7-point scale. High scores (4–6) indicate psychosocial conflict. For example, a score of 4 indicates mild conflict, such as minor concerns about money, health, or friends (e.g., “Sometimes I have headaches”). A score of 6 indicates severe conflict, such as serious family problems, strong negative views of oneself, social isolation, or feelings of hopelessness (e.g., “Sometimes I simply can’t go on”). Low scores (0–2) indicate positive adjustment, optimism, acceptance of self and others, and effectiveness in adapting to environmental demands. For example, a score of 2 reflects mild positive responses, such as enjoyment in sports or hobbies, interest in social activities, and friendships with specific people (e.g., “The best friend I have is Thomas”). A score of 0, which reflects strong positive responses, is typically reserved for the clearest examples of optimism, warmth, and acceptance (e.g., “The best time is yet to come”). Neutral responses earn a score of 3. They usually reflect stereotypes, clichés, or sentences devoid of socioemotional content (e.g., “The best singer is Elvis”). The RISB yields an Overall Adjustment Score by summing ratings for all 40 responses. Long responses, which exceed 10 words, are assigned one additional point. Missing data can be prorated. High scores reflect maladjustment. The RISB takes 15–30 minutes to score, depending on one’s familiarity with the scoring criteria.



Overall Adjustment Scores are reported for standardization samples of male (M = 129.7, SD = 17.2) and female (M = 131.4, SD = 16.8) college students. The test developers suggest using a cut score of 135 or 145 to indicate clinically meaningful adjustment problems.



Reliability and Validity Across studies, interrater agreement for Overall Adjustment Scores ranges from .72 to .99 with a median of .93. Interrater agreement is also acceptable for individual items; median agreement ranges from .76 to .85. Split-half reliability coefficients for the RISB range from .76 to .85 for men and from .69 to .83 for women, indicating some variability within this broad measure of adjustment. Temporal stability is acceptable across short durations; coefficients typically exceed .80 across 1 or 2 weeks. Coefficients across several months or years are significant, but markedly lower (i.e., .38–.43 for men, and .44–.54 for women). Temporal stability tends to be higher for older adults than for college students, perhaps reflecting the greater environmental change experienced by college students. Stability also tends to be higher for sentence stems rated by judges to be less sensitive to environmental changes. Altogether, these moderate temporal stability estimates suggest that the RISB assesses both state and trait aspects of adjustment. Some instability is likely caused by real changes in respondents’ everyday experiences. Initial validation of the RISB involved large samples of combat veterans recovering in Army Air Force hospitals at the end of World War II. RISB Overall Adjustment Scores correlated significantly (rpb = .61) with psychologists’ ratings of patients’ psychosocial adjustment following diagnostic interview. RISB scores were also able to differentiate veterans with psychiatric disorders from those without psychiatric conditions. Subsequent validation studies involved university students. RISB scores correlated significantly with clinicians’ ratings of adjustment for men (rpb = .77) and
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women (rpb = .64). Furthermore, a cut score of 135 correctly identified most students classified by their instructors as in need of counseling. Concurrent validity is supported by studies showing associations between the RISB and other measures of psychosocial functioning. For example, RISB scores correlate in theoretically expected directions with measures of aggression, anxiety, defensiveness, dependence, depression, hostility, need for approval, negative affect, self-acceptance, and trust. Concurrent measures include the Beck Depression Inventory, the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. RISB scores are also related to discrepancies between respondents’ real and ideal selves, self-conflict, and marital satisfaction. RISB scores correlate most strongly with other self-report measures. However, several studies have shown concordance with indices of psychosocial functioning based on other informants (e.g., friends and spouse) and ratings of overt behavior. For example, Lah (1989) reported correlations between RISB scores and peer ratings of happiness (r = −.41), humor (r = −.46), and self-acceptance (r = −.34). RISB scores also correlate with psychologists’ ratings of adjustment. Most correlations between RISB scores and other-report measures fall between .25 and .50. Criterion-related validity is supported by the use of cut scores to differentiate individuals with and without psychosocial problems. Early studies demonstrated that the original 135 cut score correctly identified 81% of female psychiatric patients, 86% of adults with chronic sleep problems, and 80–100% of individuals with substance use problems. More recently, studies have found that a cut score of 145 may better differentiate clinic-referred and nonreferred adults. For example, Lah (1989) reported that referred adults earned significantly higher RISB scores (M = 162.7) than their nonreferred counterparts (M = 130.1). The 145 cutoff correctly identified 85.0% of referred and 84.2% of nonreferred individuals.
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Evidence of predictive validity comes from studies showing associations between RISB scores and later psychosocial problems. For example, RISB scores at the beginning of college differentiated students who did and did not seek counseling 2 years later. Similarly, RISB scores at the beginning of students’ first year in college predicted subsequent attrition. A few studies support the use of the RISB to monitor changes in response to psychotherapy. For example, individuals who participate in treatment report significantly lower RISB scores than controls. Similarly, individuals who receive outpatient counseling show significant reductions in RISB scores over time, whereas controls show no such improvement. Most studies do not show significant associations between Overall Adjustment Scores and measures of intelligence or academic achievement. For example, correlations between the RISB and verbal intelligence, college entrance exam scores, and grades are typically not significant. A few studies have shown modest associations between the number of spelling and grammatical errors on the RISB and students’ academic achievement. However, use of the RISB as an achievement measure is not recommended, given the superiority of other instruments designed for that purpose. Most studies show similar psychometric properties for the RISB across genders. Relatively little is known about differences in RISB scores as a function of ethnicity. One study showed no differences in mean RISB scores for African American and white respondents. African American respondents were more likely than white respondents to exceed the old 135 cut score, but not the more recent 145 cut score.



Interpretation The RISB can be interpreted in at least three ways. First, RISB responses can be evaluated quantitatively, as outlined in the manual. Overall Adjustment Scores can be used to screen for psychosocial problems (using cut scores) or to monitor change during treatment.



4 INCOMPLETE SENTENCES BLANK Second, some professionals analyze formal aspects of RISB responses, that is, they examine reemerging characteristics or patterns in response style, independent of content. Examples include spelling, vocabulary, unusual wording or use of language (e.g., neologisms), repetitions and perseverations, and length or directness of response. Third, and perhaps most commonly, clinicians interpret RISB responses qualitatively, based on the content of respondents’ sentences. Typically, information provided in the sentences is used to obtain a sense of patients’ areas of concern or conflict. Content can be used to guide the initial interview and facilitate case conceptualization. The RISB manual presents several case studies illustrating interpretations based on sentence content. Data supporting content-based interpretation are extremely limited. One study showed significant but modest associations between the content of RISB responses (e.g., hostility, religiosity, and somatic concerns) and objective ratings based on self-reports and peer reports. A second study involved blind, qualitative interpretation of students’ RISB responses. Teachers familiar with these students were successfully able to identify them based on these qualitative descriptions. On the other hand, qualitative interpretation of RISB content can be subject to examiner biases. For example, Goldberg (1965) describes a study in which confederates acted either “warm” or “cold” toward examiners prior to RISB administration. Regardless of the content of RISB responses, examiners interpreted responses generated by “cold” confederates more negatively than those generated by “warm” confederates. Several alternative scoring systems have been developed that enable quantitative scoring of RISB responses based on specific content domains. For example, responses can be scored based on their degree of anxiety, dependency, and hostility (Renner, Maher, & Campbell, 1962). More recently, a system for scoring the RISB based on Beck’s cognitive theory of



depression has been developed. Responses may be scored in terms of the degree to which they reflect negative views of self, world, and the future (Crystal, Simonson, & Mezulis, 2012).



Use with Adolescents Many clinicians administer the RISB to children and adolescents. The RISB does not provide separate scoring criteria or normative data for the High School Form. Nevertheless, early studies provided some support for the reliability and validity of the RISB as a measure of adjustment in older children and adolescents. For example, early studies reported high interscorer reliability and adequate internal consistency for adolescent boys’ and girls’ responses. Overall Adjustment Scores correlated significantly with clinicians’ ratings of adjustment following an interview. RISB scores also correlated significantly with sociometric ratings provided by peers. Clinic-referred adolescents earned significantly higher RISB scores than nonreferred youths. The original cut score of 135 correctly differentiated most clinic-referred and nonreferred adolescents. Concurrent validity is supported by significant, albeit modest, correlations (rs = .20–.35) between RISB scores and measures of anger, anxiety, and psychological distress in adolescents. Scores also correlated significantly (r = .36) with clinicians’ ratings of adjustment. Other studies have found significantly higher RISB scores among youths referred to outpatient or residential treatment compared to nonreferred youths. Most recently, Weis, Toolis, and Cerankosky (2008) explored the validity and optimal cut score for the RISB when applied to adolescents. Concurrent validity was supported by significant correlations between RISB scores and dimensions of the MMPI-A indicating depression, anxiety, and conduct problems. Furthermore, RISB scores correlated significantly with parent- and teacher-reported externalizing and internalizing behavior problems. Criterion-related validity was supported by significantly higher RISB scores
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for clinic-referred (M = 146.8) compared to nonreferred (M = 116.9) adolescents. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis suggested that cut scores of 135 or 140 yielded optimal positive and negative predictive power (range = .83–.89).



Limitations Factor-analytic studies of the RISB have failed to reveal a consistent structure for the instrument. In one principle components analysis, factors seemed to be associated with the valence of sentence stems (i.e., stimulus pull) rather than the content of stems. For example, stems that elicited positive, negative, or neutral responses tended to intercorrelate, but stems that included similar themes (e.g., family or work) did not. A second study was able to identify factors based on content, but factors differed greatly across genders. Several studies have found significant associations between RISB scores and indices of social desirability. For example, the Marlowe-Crowne and other social desirability indices correlate significantly with RISB scores generated by adults (rs = .20–.30) and adolescents (r = .40). The influence of social desirability on RISB scores can also be seen in studies in which the personal pronouns of sentence stems (e.g., “I … ” and “My … ”) are replaced by the proper names of other individuals. Stems involving the names of other people generate more maladaptive responses, presumably because of less concern about social desirability. The RISB has been criticized for outdated norms. Available data indicate that mean scores have increased by approximately one third of a standard deviation since the original validation studies conducted in the 1950s (Rotter et al., 1992). Furthermore, several authors recommend using a higher (e.g., 145) cut score to conservatively identify adults with possible adjustment problems. It is unclear whether this modest increase is due to inadequate scoring criteria, greater psychosocial stress in
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modern culture, or a greater willingness among respondents to disclose psychosocial concerns. Additionally, the scoring criteria presented in the manual may be outdated. Several examples, which have remained unchanged since the original publication of the test in 1950, include vague, outdated language or lack contemporary cultural relevance. Conversely, many responses provided by individuals in today’s society have no corresponding example in the scoring manual. For example, it is difficult to score responses that concern sexual orientation and behavior, attitudes toward alcohol and drugs, and concerns regarding ethnic identity. Similarly, it is sometimes problematic to apply the college student scoring criteria to adolescents. For example, the college student scoring criteria presented in the manual considers “I wish I had a good glass of beer” to be an adaptive (humorous) response. However, few clinicians would regard this response as an indicator of adjustment when generated by a 15-year-old. Similarly, “I need my family” is considered a maladaptive (dependent) response when generated by adults, although most clinicians would consider reliance on parents important to adolescent adjustment. Scoring the RISB based on the quantitative system presented in the manual may have limited incremental validity. For example, in clinical settings, it is unclear what information the Overall Adjustment Score can provide that many commonly used clinical measures do not already offer. Similarly, in research settings, professionals may prefer instruments that measure specific constructs of interest, have greater correspondence to diagnosis and treatment planning, or are more sensitive to intervention. Interpretation of the RISB based on content, although popular, has limited empirical support. It is likely that content analysis is prone to examiner bias and illusory correlation. Content analysis is probably most appropriate to help structure the initial interview or generate hypotheses early in treatment. The recent development of a semi-objective scoring system of RISB responses based on cognitive theory may have scientific merit and clinical utility.



6 INCOMPLETE SENTENCES BLANK SEE ALSO: Projective Measures of Personality/Psychopathology; Rorschach Inkblot Test; Thematic Apperception Test
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